
ON THE LINK SPACE OF A Q-GORENSTEINQUASI-HOMOGENEOUS SURFACE SINGULARITYANNA PRATOUSSEVITCHAbstrat. In this paper we prove the following theorem: Let M be thelink spae of a quasi-homogeneous hyperboli Q-Gorenstein surfae singular-ity. Then M is di�eomorphi to a oset spae ~�1n ~G=~�2, where ~G is the 3-dimensional Lie group gPSL(2;R), while ~�1 and ~�2 are disrete subgroups ofG, ~�1 is o-ompat and ~�2 is yli. Conversely, if M is di�eomorphi toa oset spae as above, then M is di�eomorphi to the link spae of a quasi-homogeneous hyperboli Q-Gorenstein singularity. We also prove the followingharaterisation of quasi-homogeneous Q-Gorenstein surfae singularities: Aquasi-homogeneous surfae singularity is Q-Gorenstein of index r if and onlyif for the orresponding automorphy fator (U;�; L) some tensor power of theomplex line bundle L is �-equivariantly isomorphi to some tensor power ofthe tangent bundle of the Riemannian surfae U .1. IntrodutionGraded aÆne oordinate rings of quasi-homogeneous surfae singularities an beidenti�ed with graded rings of generalised automorphi forms. The desription interms of automorphy fators was found in 1975{77 by Dolgahev, Milnor, Neumannand Pinkham [Dol75, Dol77, Mil75, Neu77, Pin77℄.For some speial lasses of quasi-homogeneous surfae singularities as Gorensteinand Q -Gorenstein singularities one an obtain more preise desriptions of theorresponding automorphy fators.In Theorem 3 we obtain a haraterisation of hyperboli and spherial Q -Gorensteinquasi-homogeneous surfae singularities in terms of their automorphy fators. Thisharaterisation leads to a desription of their links as quotients of ertain 3-dimensional Lie groups by disrete subgroups. More preisely, we prove the fol-lowing statementTheorem 1. The link spae of a hyperboli Q -Gorenstein quasi-homogeneous sur-fae singularity of level m and index r is di�eomorphi to a biquotient~�1n ~G=~�2;where ~G is the universal over gPSL(2;R) of the 3-dimensional Lie group PSL(2;R ),while ~�1 and ~�2 are disrete subgroups of level m in ~G, ~�1 is o-ompat, and theimage of ~�2 in PSL(2;R) is a yli subgroup of order r. Conversely, any biquotientas above is di�eomorphi to the link spae of a quasi-homogeneous hyperboli Q -Gorenstein singularity.Date: January 19, 2005.2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. Primary 32S25; Seondary 14J17, 14J60.Key words and phrases. Q-Gorenstein singularity, quasi-homogeneous singularity.Researh partially supported by SFB 611 of the DFG.1



2 A. PRATOUSSEVITCHThese statements are generalisations of the results of Dolgahev [Dol83℄ onGorenstein quasi-homogeneous surfae singularities. The Gorenstein quasi-homogeneoussurfae singularities orrespond to the ase of a trivial group ~�2.Similar statements are also true in the ase of Eulidean automorphy fatorsand orresponding singularities. This ase was already disussed by Dolgahevin [Dol83℄. The Eulidean Q -Gorenstein quasi-homogeneous surfae singularitiesare rational singularities, whih are quotients of Gorenstein Eulidean singularitiesby ations of �nite groups.The desription of the link spae of a hyperboli Gorenstein quasi-homogeneoussurfae singularity as a quotient of the Lie group gPSL(2;R ) by the ation of adisrete subgroup was the motivation for the study in [Pra03℄, [BPR03℄ of a ertainonstrution of fundamental domains for suh ations. This onstrution leads tointeresting results on the ombinatorial geometry of the link spaes of Gorensteinquasi-homogeneous surfae singularities.We expet that our onstrution of fundamental domains an be generalised inorder to study the ombinatorial geometry of the link spaes of Q -Gorenstein quasi-homogeneous surfae singularities. We shall disuss the ombinatorial geometry ofthe link spaes in the Q -Gorenstein ase in an ongoing paper.The paper is organised as follows: In setion 2 we explain the desription of quasi-homogeneous surfae singularities via automorphy fators. In setion 3 we de�neQ -Gorenstein quasi-homogeneous surfae singularities and introdue our harater-isation of the orresponding automorphy fators (Theorem 3). Then in setion 4we prove some tehnial results needed to prove this haraterisation. After thatwe prove Theorem 3 in setion 5. Finally we prove Theorem 1 in setion 6.Notation: In this paper we use R+ for fx 2 R �� x > 0g. We denote by L� theassoiated C �-bundle of a omplex line bundle L, while L_ is the dual bundle of L.I am grateful to Egbert Brieskorn, Viente Cortes, Claus Hertling, Shihoko Ishii,Walter Neumann, and Jaob Stix for helpful disussions related to this work. Iwould like to thank the referee of an earlier version of this paper for useful remarks.2. Automorphy FatorsIn this setion we reall the results of Dolgahev, Milnor, Neumann and Pinkham[Dol75, Dol77, Mil75, Neu77, Pin77℄ on the graded aÆne oordinate rings, whihorrespond to quasi-homogeneous surfae singularities.De�nition. A (negative unrami�ed) automorphy fator (U;�; L) is a omplex linebundle L over a simply onneted Riemann surfae U together with a disrete o-ompat subgroup � � Aut(U) ating ompatibly on U and on the line bundle L,suh that the following two onditions are satis�ed:1) The ation of � is free on L�, the omplement of the zero-setion in L.2) Let �0 / � be a normal subgroup of �nite index, whih ats freely on U , and let�L! C be the omplex line bundle �L = L=�0 over the ompat Riemann surfaeC = U=�0. Then �L is a negative line bundle.A simply onneted Riemann surfae U an be C P1, C , or H , the real hyper-boli plane. We all the orresponding automorphy fator and the orrespondingsingularity spherial , Eulidean, resp. hyperboli.



Q-GORENSTEIN QUASI-HOMOGENEOUS SURFACE SINGULARITIES 3Remark. There always exists a normal freely ating subgroup of � of �nite index.In the hyperboli ase the existene follows from the theorem of Fox-Bundgaard-Nielsen. If the seond assumption in the last de�nition holds for some normal freelyating subgroup of �nite index, then it holds for any suh subgroup.The simplest examples of suh a omplex line bundle with group ation are theotangent bundle of the omplex projetive line U = C P1 and the tangent bundleof the hyperboli plane U = H equipped with the anonial ation of a subgroup� � Aut(U).Let (U;�; L) be a negative unrami�ed automorphy fator. Sine the bundle�L = L=�0 is negative, one an ontrat the zero setion of �L to get a omplexsurfae with one isolated singularity orresponding to the zero setion. There isa anonial ation of the group �=�0 on this surfae. The quotient is a omplexsurfae X(U;�; L) with an isolated singular point o, whih depends only on theautomorphy fator (U;�; L).The following theorem summarises the results of Dolgahev, Milnor, Neumann,and Pinkham:Theorem 2. The surfae X(U;�; L) assoiated to a negative unrami�ed automor-phy fator (U;�; L) is a quasi-homogeneous aÆne algebrai surfae with a normalisolated singularity. Its aÆne oordinate ring is the graded C -algebra of generalised�-invariant automorphi formsA = Mm>0H0(U;L�m)�:All normal isolated quasi-homogeneous surfae singularities (X; x) are obtained inthis way, and the automorphy fators with (X(U;�; L); o) isomorphi to (X; x) areuniquely determined by (X; x) up to isomorphism.3. Q-Gorenstein Quasi-Homogeneous Surfae SingularitiesIn this setion we reall the de�nition of Q -Gorenstein singularities and the har-aterisation of the orresponding automorphy fators.A normal isolated singularity of dimension n is Gorenstein if and only if there isa nowhere vanishing n-form on a puntured neighbourhood of the singular point.For example all isolated singularities of omplete intersetions are Gorenstein.A natural generalisation of Gorenstein singularities are the Q -Gorenstein singu-larities (ompare [Rei87, Ish87, Ish00℄). A normal isolated singularity of dimensionat least 2 is Q -Gorenstein if there is a natural number r suh that the divisor r �KXis de�ned on a puntured neighbourhood of the singular point by a funtion. HereKX is the anonial divisor of X . The smallest suh number r is alled the indexof the singularity. A normal isolated surfae singularity is Gorenstein if and only ifit is Q -Gorenstein of index 1.In setion 5 we prove the following haraterisation of Q -Gorenstein quasi-homo-geneous surfae singularities in terms of the orresponding automorphy fators:Theorem 3. A quasi-homogeneous surfae singularity is Q -Gorenstein of index r ifand only if for the orresponding automorphy fator (U;�; L) there is an integer m(alled the level or the exponent of the automorphy fator) without ommon divisorswith r and a �-invariant isomorphism Lm �= T rU .



4 A. PRATOUSSEVITCHLet (U;�; L) be a negative unrami�ed automorphy fator of level m and index r,whih orresponds to a Q -Gorenstein singularity. The isomorphism Lm �= T rUindues an isomorphism �Lm �= T rC . The bundle �L is negative. A simple omputationwith Chern numbers shows that the possible values of the exponent are m = �1 orm = �2 for U = C P1, whereas m = 0 for U = C and m 2 N for U = H .4. The assoiated bundle of the quotient bundleLet (U;�; L) be a spherial or hyperboli negative unrami�ed automorphy fator.As in the de�nition let �0 / � be a normal subgroup of � ating freely on U , andlet p : �L ! C be the omplex line bundle with total spae �L = L=�0 and baseC = U=�0. In this setion we onsider the assoiated C �-bundle of the bundlep, i.e. pj�L� : �L� ! C. For ease of notation we set W := �L� and q := pjW .We �rst present some tehnial lemmas, whih will be used later to determine
2;r(W ) := (
2(W ))
r.Lemma 4. The following OC-algebras are isomorphiq�(OW ) �= Mm2ZOC(�Lm):Lemma 5. We have 
2(W ) �= q�(
1C).Lemma 6. If the bundle �L is non-trivial and the sheaf 
2;r(W ) is trivial, then thereexists up to omplex multiples only one nowhere vanishing setion in 
2;r(W ).We postpone the proofs of these lemmas until the end of this setion and disuss�rst the main result of the setion, the desription of (�=�0)-invariant setions in
2;r(W ).Proposition 7. The sheaf 
2;r(W ) is trivial if and only if there exists an integer mand an isomorphism �Lm �= T rC.Assume that 
2;r(W ) is trivial and let m be the integer suh that �Lm �= T rC.Then the global nowhere vanishing setions in 
2;r(W ) are (�=�0)-invariant if andonly if the isomorphism �Lm �= T rC is (�=�0)-equivariant.Proof. 1) We �rst prove that 
2;r(W ) �= OW implies �Lm �= T rC for some m 2 Z.Assume that 
2;r(W ) �= OW . This implies on the one hand using lemma 4 thatq�(
2;r(W )) �= q�(OW ) �=Mi2ZOC(�Li):On the other hand we have using lemma 5q�(
2;r(W )) �= q�((q�(
1C))
r):Now we obtain for 
1;rC := (
1C)
rq�((q�(
1C))
r) �= q�(q�(
1;rC ));beause q� is ompatible with tensor produts. The projetion formula impliesq�(q�(
1;rC )) �= q�(OW 
OW q�(
1;rC )) �= q�(OW )
OC 
1;rC :



Q-GORENSTEIN QUASI-HOMOGENEOUS SURFACE SINGULARITIES 5Finally using lemma 4 again we obtainq�(
2;r(W )) �= q�(OW )
OC 
1;rC�= �Mm2ZOC(�Lm)�
OC 
1;rC�= Mm2ZOC(�Lm 
 T�rC ):Comparing both equations for q�(
2;r(W )) we obtainMi2ZOC(�Li) �= Mm2ZOC(�Lm 
 T�rC );hene OC(�Lm 
 T�rC ) �= OC(�L0) �= OCfor some m 2 Z. This implies �Lm �= T rC .2) We now assume that �L �= T rC , i.e. m = 1. The Riemann surfae U is then thereal hyperboli plane H . We study the tangent bundle TC of the hyperbolisurfae C = H=�0. We de�ne a 2-form on (TC)� in loal oordinates by � =1t2 �(dz^dt). Using the fat that any hange of oordinates is of the form (z; t) 7!('(z); '0(z) � t) we an verify that this loal de�nition gives rise to a globalnowhere vanishing 2-form on (TC)�, and that this 2-form is invariant under anation of g 2 � if and only if the ation is given by (z; t) 7! (g(z); g0(z) � t),i.e. the ation oinides with the anonial ation of g on TC . The 2-form on(TC)� indues a nowhere vanishing setion � in 
2;r((T rC)�), whih is invariantunder an ation of g 2 � if and only if the ation is given in loal oordinatesby (z; t) 7! (g(z); (g0(z))r � t), i.e. the ation oinides with the anonial ationof g on T rC . Hene if the isomorphism �L �= T rC is (�=�0)-equivariant, there existsa (�=�0)-invariant nowhere vanishing setion in 
2;r(W ).3) We now assume that �L �= T�rC �= (T_C )r, i.e. m = �1. The Riemann surfae Uis then the omplex projetive line C P1. We study the otangent bundle T_Cof the surfae C = C P1=�0. We de�ne a 2-form on (T_C )� in loal oordinatesby � = dz ^ dt. Using the fat that any hange of oordinates is of the form(z; t) 7! ('(z); 1'0(z) �t) we an verify that this loal de�nition gives rise to a globalnowhere vanishing 2-form on (T_C )�. We ontinue in the proof as for m = 1 andobtain a nowhere vanishing setion � in 
2;r((T�rC )�), whih is invariant underan ation of g 2 � if and only if the ation oinides with the anonial ationof g on (T_C )r. Hene if the isomorphism �L �= T�rC is (�=�0)-equivariant, thereexists a (�=�0)-invariant nowhere vanishing setion in 
2;r(W ).4) As the next step of the proof we onsider the ase �Lm �= T rC withm 6= 0. Let � bethe nowhere vanishing setion in 
2;r((T�rC )�), i.e. in 
2;r((�Ljmj)�), onstrutedin subsetions 2 and 3. We onsider the overing � : �L ! �Lm. The pull-bak��(�) of the setion � under the overing � is a nowhere vanishing setion in
2;r(�L�) = 
2;r(W ). If the isomorphism �Lm �= T rC is (�=�0)-equivariant, theindued setion in 
2;r(W ) is (�=�0)-invariant.5) We now assume that 
2;r(W ) is trivial and that there exists a nowhere vanishingsetion ! in 
2;r(W ), whih is (�=�0)-invariant. Then in partiular there existsan integer m suh that �Lm �= T rC . Let � be the nowhere vanishing setion in



6 A. PRATOUSSEVITCH
2;r((T�rC )�) onstruted before. By lemma 6 the setions ! and � are omplexmultiples of eah other, hene the isomorphism �Lm �= T rC is (�=�0)-equivariant.�Now it remains to show the tehnial lemmas, whih we have used in the proof oflemma 7. We �rst prove lemma 4:Proof. We have to prove that the following OC-algebras are isomorphiq�(OW ) �= Mm2ZOC(�Lm):Let us onsider a loal trivialisation ' : �LjV ! V � C of the omplex line bundle �Lover an open aÆne subset V � C. This trivialisation indues trivialisations ' :W jV ! V � C � of the C �-bundle W ! C and '
m : �LmjV ! V � C 
m of theomplex line bundle �Lm = �L
m ! C. Then we obtainq�(OW )(V ) = (pr Æ')�(OW )(V ) = '�OW (V � C �)�= OV�C �(V � C �) �= OC(V )
C OC �(C �)�= OC(V )
C C [t; t�1℄ �= Mm2ZOC(V ) � t�m:This implies that any setion of q�(OW ) an be loally uniquely represented as a�nite sum of the form P fm � t�m with fm 2 OC(V ). Using the indued loaltrivialisations of W and �L
m over V together with the identi�ations C 
m �= Cand C 
(�1) �= Hom(C ; C ) �= C we an onstrut a bijetion between setions in �Lmover V and funtions in OC(V ). We obtain a family of isomorphisms(q�(OW )(V )! �m2ZOC(V ) � t�m)V ;whih does not depend on the hosen trivialisations, is ompatible with the re-strition maps and hene indues an isomorphism of OC-algebras q�(OW ) and�m2ZOC(�Lm). �Now we prove lemma 5:Proof. We have to prove that 
2(W ) �= q�(
1C). To this end we onsider the sheafof relative forms 
1W jC . This sheaf is trivial and generated by a relative form givenin loal oordinates by dtt . The following short exat sequene of loally free sheavesof ranks 1, 2, and 1 0! q�(
1C)! 
1W ! 
1W jC ! 0implies �2(
1W ) �= �1(q�(
1C))
 �1(
1W jC) �= q�(
1C): �Finally we prove lemma 6:Proof. We have to prove that if the bundle �L is non-trivial and the sheaf 
2;r(W )is trivial, then the nowhere vanishing setion in 
2;r(W ) is unique up to omplexmultiples. Consider two nowhere vanishing setions in 
2;r(W ). There quotient is a



Q-GORENSTEIN QUASI-HOMOGENEOUS SURFACE SINGULARITIES 7nowhere vanishing regular funtion. It remains to prove that all nowhere vanishingregular funtions on W are onstant. Using lemma 4 we obtainOW (W ) �= q�(OW )(C) �= Mm2ZOC(�Lm)(C):Nowhere vanishing funtions onW orrespond to nowhere vanishing setions in �Lm.A non-homogeneous setion in �Lm an not be nowhere vanishing. A homogeneousnowhere vanishing setion in �Lm exists if and only if �Lm is trivial. But the bundle�L is negative, hene �Lm is trivial if and only if m = 0. �5. Automorphy fators of Q-Gorenstein quasi-homogeneous surfaesingularitiesIn this setion we use the results of setion 4 to prove Theorem 3:Theorem. A quasi-homogeneous surfae singularity is Q -Gorenstein of index r ifand only if for the orresponding automorphy fator (U;�; L) there is an integer m(alled the level or the exponent of the automorphy fator) without ommon divisorswith r and a �-equivariant isomorphism Lm �= T rU .Proof. We �rst assume that for some positive integer r and integer m there is a �-equivariant isomorphism Lm �= T rU . This isomorphism indues a (�=�0)-equivariantisomorphism �Lm �= T rC . Then aording to proposition 7 there exist global nowherevanishing (�=�0)-invariant setions in 
2;r(W ). Suh a setion indues a nowherevanishing setion in 
2;r(W=(�=�0)) = 
2;r(X�), hene the orresponding singu-larity (X(U;�; L); o) is Q -Gorenstein.Now let us assume that singularity (X; x) with automorphy fator (U;�; L) isQ -Gorenstein of index r, i.e. there exist nowhere vanishing setions in 
2;r(X�) �=
2;r(W=(�=�0)). We onsider the singularity ( �X; �x), whih orresponds to theautomorphy fator (U;�0; L). For this singularity we have X �= �X=(�=�0). Thepull-bak of a nowhere vanishing setion in 
2;r(X�) along the unrami�ed overing�X� ! X� is a nowhere vanishing (�=�0)-invariant setion in 
2;r( �X�), hene thesingularity ( �X; �x) is also Q -Gorenstein of index r.A nowhere vanishing (�=�0)-invariant setion in 
2;r( �X�) indues a nowherevanishing (�=�0)-invariant setion in 
2;r(W ) = 
2;r(�L�). Then proposition 7implies the existene of an (�=�0)-equivariant isomorphism �Lm �= T rC for someintegerm, i.e. the indued ation of (�=�0) on �Lm �= T rC oinides with the anonialation of (�=�0) on T rC . Hene the ation of � on Lm �= T rU also oinides withthe anonial ation of � on T rU , i.e. there exists a �-equivariant isomorphismLm �= T rU . �Remark. Theorem 3 also follows from the following result of K. Watanabe [Wat81℄,appearing in the ontext of the theory of ommutative rings: Let R = R(X;D) bea normal graded ring, whih is presented by the Pinkham-Demazure method. Thenthe anonial module KR of R is Q-Cartier of index r, if and only if, there exists arational funtion � on X suh that r(K +D0)�mD = divX(�) for some integer mand r is the minimum of suh r. In our ase, X = C = U=�0 and � : U ! C is theGalois over assoiated to the automorphy fator, and the result is translated to therelation on U as equivariant isomorphism T�rU �= Lm. Our proofs of Proposition 7and Theorem 3 give a more diret desription of the automorphy fators in question.



8 A. PRATOUSSEVITCH6. From Hyperboli Automorphy Fators to BiquotientsIn this setion we prove Theorem 1:Theorem. The link spae of a hyperboli Q -Gorenstein quasi-homogeneous surfaesingularity of level m and index r is di�eomorphi to a quotient~�1n ~G=~�2;where ~G is the universal over gPSL(2;R) of the 3-dimensional Lie group PSL(2;R ),while ~�1 and ~�2 are disrete subgroups of level m in ~G, ~�1 is o-ompat, and theimage of ~�2 in PSL(2;R) is a yli subgroup of order r. Conversely, any biquotientas above is di�eomorphi to the link spae of a quasi-homogeneous hyperboli Q -Gorenstein singularity.Before we explain the proof of this theorem, we give a desription of the Liegroup G = PSL(2;R) and its overings.As topologial spae PSL(2;R ) is homeomorphi to the solid torus S1 � C . Thefundamental group of the solid torus G is in�nite yli. Therefore, for eah naturalnumber m there is a unique onneted m-fold overingGm = ~G=(m � Z( ~G))of G, where Z( ~G) is the entral subgroup of ~G. For m = 2 this is the groupG2 = SL(2;R ).We use the following desription of the overing groups Gm of G = PSL(2;R ),whih �xes a group struture. Let Hol(H; C �) be the set of all holomorphi funtionsH ! C �.Proposition 8. The m-fold overing group Gm of G an be desribed asf(g; Æ) 2 G�Hol(H; C �) �� Æm(z) = g0(z) for all z 2 Hgwith multipliation (g2; Æ2) � (g1; Æ1) = (g2 � g1; (Æ2 Æ g1) � Æ1):Remark. This desription of Gm and the desription of ~G that we give later areinspired by the notion of automorphi di�erential forms of frational degree, intro-dued by J. Milnor in [Mil75℄. For a more detailed disussion of this fat see [LV80℄,setion 1.8.We now explain the onnetion between automorphy fators in question and liftsof Fuhsian groups into the �nite overings of ~G.De�nition. A lift of the Fuhsian group � into Gm is a subgroup �� of Gm suhthat the restrition of the overing map Gm ! G to �� is an isomorphism between�� and �.Proposition 9. There is a 1-1-orrespondene between hyperboli Q -Gorensteinautomorphy fators (H;�; H�C ) of level m and index r and the lifts of � into Gm.Proof. On the one hand using the desription of the overing Gm from Proposi-tion 10 we see that there is a 1-1-orrespondene between lifts of � into Gm andfamilies fÆggg2� of holomorphi funtions Æg : H ! C � suh that for any g 2 �Æmg = g0



Q-GORENSTEIN QUASI-HOMOGENEOUS SURFACE SINGULARITIES 9and for any g1; g2 2 � Æg2�g1 = (Æg2 Æ g1) � Æg1 :Let D be the set of all suh families (Æg).On the other hand there is a 1-1-orrespondene between hyperboli Q -Gorensteinautomorphy fators (H;�; H � C ) of level m and index r and and families feggg2�of holomorphi funtions eg : H ! C � suh that for any g 2 �emg = (g0)rand for any g1; g2 2 � eg2�g1 = (eg2 Æ g1) � eg1 :Let E be the set of all suh families (eg)g2�.It remains to establish a 1-1-orrespondene between the sets D and E . Thisorrespondene is de�ned as follows: Let us assign to a family (Æg) 2 D the family(eg) given by eg := Ærg . One heks easily that (eg) 2 E .If the images (eg); (~eg) 2 E of (Æg); (~Æg) 2 D oinide then on the one hand ~ÆgÆg!r = ~ÆrgÆrg = ~egeg = 1;on the other hand  ~ÆgÆg!m = ~ÆmgÆmg = g0g0 = 1:But the integers m and r are relatively prime, hene there exists only one omplexnumber � with the property �m = �r = 1, namely � = 1. Hene for any g 2 �~ÆgÆg � 1;i.e. the families (Æg) and (~Æg) oinide. So we have shown that the mapping D ! Eis injetive.Now let us onsider a family (eg) 2 E . It holds g0(z) 62 R+ [ f0g for all z 2 H ,hene there exist funtions �g : H ! R� and 'g : H ! (0; 1) suh that g0 =�g � exp(2�i'g). The hain rule implies�g2�g1 = (�g2 Æ g1) � �g1and 'g2�g1 � 'g2 Æ g1 � 'g2 2 Z:The funtion eg is then of the formeg = � rmg � exp�2�i � r � 'g + kgm �for some funtion kg : H ! Z. The funtion kg is ontinuous and hene onstant.The integers m and r are relatively prime, hene there is an integer ng suh thatr � ng � kg mod m. Let us de�ne a family (Æg) by settingÆg = � 1mg � exp�2�i � 'g + ngm � :We now prove that the family (Æg) is in D. The �rst propertyÆmg = �g � exp (2�i � ('g + ng)) = �g � exp (2�i � 'g) = g0



10 A. PRATOUSSEVITCHis satis�ed. The seond propertyÆg2�g1 = (Æg2 Æ g1) � Æg1is equivalent to � 1mg2�g1 = (�g2 Æ g1) 1m � � 1mg1and ('g2 �g1 � 'g2 Æ g1 � 'g1) + (ng2�g1 � ng2 Æ g1 � ng1) � 0 mod m:The �rst of these equations follows from�g2�g1 = (�g2 Æ g1) � �g1 :To prove the seond equations we observe thateg2�g1 = (eg2 Æ g1) � eg1implies that m is a divisor of the integerr � ('g2 �g1 � 'g2 Æ g1 � 'g1) + (kg2�g1 � kg2 Æ g1 � kg1):Beause of r � ng � kg mod m also the integerr � �('g2�g1 � 'g2 Æ g1 � 'g1 ) + (ng2�g1 � ng2 Æ g1 � ng1)�is divisible by m. Sine m and r are relatively prime, the number m must be adivisor of the integer('g2 �g1 � 'g2 Æ g1 � 'g1) + (ng2�g1 � ng2 Æ g1 � ng1):So the family (Æg) is in D. The image of the family (Æg) under the map D ! E isÆrg = � rmg � exp�2�i � r � 'g + r � ngm � = � rmg � exp�2�i � r � 'g + kgm � = eg:So we have proved that the mapping D ! E is surjetive. �Now we explain the onnetion between lifts of Fuhsian groups into the �niteoverings of ~G and disrete subgroup of �nite index in ~G.We use the following desription of the overing groups ~G of G = PSL(2;R ),whih �xes a group struture. Let Hol(H; C ) be the set of all holomorphi funtionsH ! C .Proposition 10. The universal overing group ~G of G an be desribed asf(g; Æ) 2 G�Hol(H; C ) �� e Æ Æ = g0g;where e(w) = exp(2�iw). The multipliation is given by(g2; Æ2) � (g1; Æ1) = (g2 � g1; Æ2 Æ g1 + Æ1):The overing map ~G! Gm is given by(g; Æ) 7! (g; e(Æ=m)):Remark. The enter of the group ~G is in�nite yli and is equal to the preimageof the unit element in G:Z( ~G) = f(g; Æ) 2 ~G �� g = Id; Æ is an integer onstantg:De�nition. The level of a disrete subgroup ~� � ~G is the index of ~� \ Z( ~G) as asubgroup of Z( ~G).



Q-GORENSTEIN QUASI-HOMOGENEOUS SURFACE SINGULARITIES 11The following fat is well known (see for example setion 4 in [KR85℄):Proposition 11. There is a one-to-one orrespondene between disrete o-ompatsubgroups of level m in ~G and liftings of disrete o-ompat subgroups in PSL(2;R )into the m-fold overing of PSL(2;R ). The orrespondene is given by mapping asubgroup in ~G into its image under the overing map ~G! Gm.We now prove Theorem 1.Proof. Let (X; x) be a hyperboli Q -Gorenstein quasi-homogeneous surfae singu-larity of level m and index r and let (H;�1; L) be the orresponding automorphyfator. Let us onsider a trivialisation L ' H � C of the bundle L. Combining theresults of Propositions 9 and 11 we see that there is a disrete o-ompat subgroup~�1 of level m in ~G suh that the ation of the group �1 an be desribed asg � (z; t) = (g(z); e(Æ(z)r=m) � t);where Æ : H ! C is a holomorphi funtion suh that (g; Æ) is an element of ~�1.This ation of ~�1 an be obtained as a restrition of the ation of the group ~G onL via (g; Æ) � (z; t) = (g(z); e(Æ(z)r=m) � t):It is easy to hek, that this is an ation of ~G. The unit subbundle of L an beidenti�ed with the subbundleS = f(z; t) 2 H � C �� jtjm = (Im(z))rg:The bundle S is invariant under ~G: For (z0; t0) = (g; Æ) �(z; t) = (g(z); e(Æ(z)r=m) �t)we havejt0jmjtjm = ���e�Æ(z) � rm����m = je(Æ(z))jr = jg0(z)jr = � Im g(z)Im z �r = (Im(z0))r(Im(z))r :The stabiliser of a point (z0; t0) 2 S is~�2 := Stab ~G((z0; t0)) = n(g; Æ) 2 ~G �� g(z0) = z0; Æ(z) � rm 2 Zo :We now determine the level of the subgroup ~�2:~�2 \ Z( ~G) = f(g; Æ) 2 Z( ~G) �� Æ is an integer onstant divisible by mg= m � Z( ~G):The map (g; Æ) 7! (g; Æ) � (i; 1) de�nes a ~�1-equivariant di�eomorphism ~G=~�2 ! S.Here ~�1 ats on ~G by left multipliation. We obtain the following ommutativediagram ~G=~�2 ����! L�=R+ �= S??y ??y~�1n ~G=~�2 ����! X�=R+ �=MHene we have M �= ~�1n ~G=~�2:Conversely, let ~�1 and ~�2 be disrete subgroups of level m in ~G, let ~�1 be o-ompat, and let the image of ~�2 in PSL(2;R ) be a yli subgroup of order r.



12 A. PRATOUSSEVITCHThen �1 = ~�1=(~�1 \ Z( ~G)) is a disrete o-ompat subgroup of PSL(2;R ). Wean de�ne an automorphy fator (H;�1; H � C ) by settingg � (z; t) = (g(z); e(Æ(z)r=m) � t);where Æ : H ! C is a holomorphi funtion suh that (g; Æ) is an element of ~�1.From the �rst part of the proof we know that the link of the orresponding quasi-homogeneous Q -Gorenstein surfae singularity is di�eomorphi to ~�1n ~G=~�2. �Referenes[BPR03℄ Egbert Brieskorn, Anna Pratoussevith, and Frank Rothenh�ausler, The CombinatorialGeometry of Singularities and Arnold's Series E, Z, Q, Mosow Mathematial Journal 3(2003), no. 2, 273{333, the speial issue dediated to Vladimir I. Arnold on the oasionof his 65th birthday.[Dol75℄ Igor V. Dolgahev, Automorphi forms and quasihomogeneous singularities,Funkional~ny� analiz i ego prilo�eni� 9 (1975), no. 2, 67{68, English trans-lation in Funt. Anal. Appl. 9 (1975), 149{151.[Dol77℄ , Automorphi forms and weighted homogeneous equations, provisional version,unpublished typed manusript, 1977.[Dol83℄ , On the Link Spae of a Gorenstein Quasihomogeneous Surfae Singularity,Math. Ann. 265 (1983), 529{540.[Ish87℄ Shihoko Ishii, Isolated Q-Gorenstein singularities of dimension three, Complex analytisingularities, Adv. Stud. Pure Math., vol. 8, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1987, pp. 165{198.[Ish00℄ Shihoko Ishii, The quotients of log-anonial singularities by �nite groups,Singularities|Sapporo 1998, Adv. Stud. Pure Math., vol. 29, Kinokuniya, Tokyo, 2000,pp. 135{161.[KR85℄ Ravi S. Kulkarni and Frank Raymond, 3-dimensional Lorentz spae forms and Seifert�ber spaes, J. Di�. Geometry 21 (1985), 231{268.[LV80℄ G�erard Lion and Mih�ele Vergne, The Weil representation, Maslov index and thetaseries, Progress in Mathematis, vol. 6, Birkh�auser Boston, Mass., 1980.[Mil75℄ John Milnor, On the 3-dimensional Brieskorn manifolds M(p; q; r), Knots, groups and3-manifolds (L. P. Neuwirth, ed.), Annals of Math. Studies, vol. 84, Prineton UniversityPress, Prineton, 1975, pp. 175{225.[Neu77℄ Walter D. Neumann, Brieskorn omplete intersetions and automorphi forms, Invent.Math. 42 (1977), 285{293.[Pin77℄ Henry Pinkham, Normal surfae singularities with C �-ation, Math. Ann. 227 (1977),183{193.[Pra03℄ Anna Pratoussevith, Fundamental Domains in Lorentzian Geometry, preprint,math.DG/0308279, 2003.[Rei87℄ Miles Reid, Young person's guide to anonial singularities, Algebrai Geometry, Bow-doin, 1985 (S. Bloh, ed.), Proeedings of Symposia in Pure Mathematis, vol. 46, 1987,pp. 345{416.[Wat81℄ Kei-ihi Watanabe, Some remarks onerning Demazure's onstrution of normal gradedrings, Nagoya Math. J. 83 (1981), 203{211.Mathematishes Institut, Universit�at Bonn, Beringstra�e 1, 53115 Bonn, GermanyE-mail address: anna�math.uni-bonn.de


